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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the unions of subspaces of an afIine space 
regarded as affine varieties. Let R denote the co-ordinate ring of such a 
union. Then according to a theorem of Orecchia’s [S], the seminormaliza- 
tion S of R can be represented as the section ring (or pull-back) of the 
sheaf d of the co-ordinate rings on the intersection poset X of the 
subspaces. In this paper, we give a homological condition on X and d 
equivalent to S being Cohen-Macaulay (Theorem 4.3). Two particular 
cases of this result have been known before. The Reisner Theorem [6] 
covered the case of co-ordinate subspaces (when R = S is the face ring of 
a complex) and Geramita and Weibel [2] soIved the problem for planes. 
The main idea of the proof is to construct a resolution C of S consisting 
of S-modules of a known depth and then estimate the depth of S by the 
length of C. This idea was applied in [7] to the section rings of flasque 
sheaves. Since in this paper the sheaves are not necessarily flasque, the con- 
struction of C is a bit more complicated and involves the local Tech 
cohomology of X with coefficients in &. A drawback of the method is that 
it gives very little information about R itself when it is not seminormal. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the terminology and 
background of sheaves on posets is given, In Section 2, we study the (Tech) 
cohomology of a covering of a poset with coefficients in a sheaf. The next 
section is technical. In it we compare the depth of the rings of sections on 
certain closed subsets with their depth as modules over the ring of global 
sections. In Section 4, we prove the main result of the paper. Finally, 
Section 5 contains examples and some unsolved problems. 
* The author thanks Queen’s University for their hospitality during the preparation of this 
work and the referee for many suggestions how to make this paper easier to read. 
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1. SHEAVES ON POSETS 
This section does not contain any new results. We introduce the 
terminology which will be used throughout the paper and recall the 
definitions of sheaves on posets. 
All posets (partially ordered sets) in this paper are finite. Chains are the 
posets which are linearly ordered, antichains are the posets whose every 
two elements are incomparable. All chains of a poset X form a simplicial 
complex d(X) whose cohomology is attributed to X itself (cf. Cl]). The 
minimal elements of a poset are called atoms, the maximal ones are called 
coatoms. The set of all coatoms of a poset X is denoted by max(X). If a E X 
then X0= {xeXI ~<a} and P= (xGXI xda}. If for every XEX all 
maximal chains in x-X have the same number of elements, say Y, then X is 
called ranked and r = rk(x) = rk,(x) is called the rank of x. If every boun- 
ded from above pair (x, y) (x, y E X) has a least upper bound, say z, then 
we put z = x v y and call X a prelattice. In a prelattice very bounded from 
below pair (x, y) has a greatest lower bound, which is denoted by x A y. 
The coatom complex of a prelattice X is the simplicial complex of all boun- 
ded from below sets of coatoms. Dualizing this definition, we obtain the 
atom complex of X. According to [ 1, Theorem 2.31 both complexes are 
homotopy equivalent to d(X). Each poset X can be viewed also as a 
topological space with the (order) topology, the open sets being subsets 
U c X such that x E U and y > x imply y E U. The principal open sets U, = 
{x E X 1 x > a} (a E X) form the smallest basis of this topology. 
Let X be a poset and 5!l a category whose objects are sets. Then one can 
consider a sheaf d of objects of 2I on the topological space X [3, p. 1091. 
This sheaf is uniquely defined by its values A, = d( U,) on the principal 
open sets and by the restrictions pry E hom(A X, A,), x < y (x, y E X), sub- 
ject to the conditions pXX = id and pZ,pLX = pZx for every x < y <z from X. 
In other words, one can identify the category of sheaves of objects of 2I on 
X and the category of functors from X (viewed as a finite category) to 2I. 
We will write d = (A,, P,,~) and call A, stalks and pJX structural 
homomorphisms of d. 
In the rest of the paper we will only consider sheaves of rings, modules 
over a ring, and algebras over a field F. Throughout, all rings are com- 
mutative, Noetherian, have identity, and all homomorphisms preserve 
identity. All algebras are rings and have finite type. The terminology and 
basic results of Commutative Algebra are used sometimes without 
reference. They can be found in [4]. If d is a sheaf of rings then for every 
Yc X, r(.~’ 1 Y) denotes the ring consisting of all sections on Y, i.e., 
r(& I Y) = {s = (s(x)) E LI,, y A, I p&(x) = s( y), x < y, x, y E Y}. In par- 
ticular, we put T(& I X) = T(d) and call it the section ring of JS!. We also 
put Z-,=T(d 1 p) for each UEX. 
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Let d = (A,, p,,) be a sheaf of rings on a prelattice X. We put 
S= T(d), for each x E X, define P.~: S + A, to be the evaluation 
p,(s) = s(x) (SE S), and finally put P, = Ker px (x E X). Now we introduce 
two conditions on d very important for this paper. 
(Fl ) The homomorphisms p-y are surjective for all x E X. 
F2) P.r+P,=L, if (x, y) is bounded in X and P, + P, = S 
otherwise. 
In particular, the condition (Fl ) implies that for every Yc X and x E Y 
the restriction T(d 1 Y) + A, is surjective. Using this, one can easily prove 
that if all A, are Noetherian then T(d 1 Y) is Noetherian too (see, for 
example, [ 10, Theorem 3.161). 
Also it is interesting to observe that the conditions (Fl) and (F2) can be 
regarded as a weak form of the flasque condition on d. Recall that d is 
flasque if every section over an open subset U c X can be continued to a 
global section, i.e., the restriction S -+ r(& 1 U) is surjective. At the same 
time, (Fl ) says that every section over a principal open subset of X can be 
continued to a global section. It is a little more laborious to check that 
(Fl) and (F2) together are equivalent to the similar statement for unions 
of two principal open sets. As the following example shows the class of 
sheaves satisfying (Fl ) and (F2) is significantly wider than the class of 
flasque sheaves. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (cf. [S, Sect. 21). Let c = {II,, ..,, u,} be an arrangement 
of linear subspaces of a finite dimensional affme space A, i.e., a non-empty 
set of subspaces passing through the origin and not included in each other. 
Denote by X(a) the prelattice of all intersections of ui ordered opposite to 
inclusion. For x E X(o) let A, be the co-ordinate ring of x and for x < y 
(x, YE X(a)) let pyx be the restriction of A, to A,.. Clearly, &(a) = 
(A,, p,,) is a sheaf of algebras on X(a). We claim that &(a) satisfies (Fl ) 
and (F2). Indeed, consider the co-ordinate ring R of lJ:=, ui. For every 
x E X(a) the restriction p:: R + A, is surjective and if Pi = ker p: (x E X) 
then clearly Pi + Pi, = P:, ), = P: v “. On the other hand p = (~l,),,~ is an 
embedding R -+ S such that pip 4 p: (xEX). From here, (Fl) follows 
immediately and (F2) was deduced in [S, Lemma 5.31. One can also prove 
(F2) using that S is the seminormalization of R [S, Theorem 1.31 and P, 
is the prime ideal of S lying over P; (x E X). 
For comparison, &‘(a) is flasque if and only if there exists a basis in A 
such that each ui generated by a part of this basis, or equivalently if R is 
the face ring of a simplicial complex (see Section 4 and [ 8, Theorem 2.11). 
In the rest of this paper all sheaves on posets will be supposed to satisfy 
(Fl) and (F2) even if it is not said explicitly. In particular, all structural 
homomorphisms will be surjective. 
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In the situation where ~2 = (A,, p,,) is a sheaf of integral domains on a 
poset A’, the following condition on d will be used in Sections 3-5. We say 
that d is gradual if X is ranked and ht(P,) = A(x) - 1 for all x E X. This 
implies that for x < y (x, y E X) we have 
ht(Ker p,.,) = rk( y) - A(x). (1.1) 
Indeed, since Ker p,,\- = P?/P, the inequality ht(Ker P,~,) 6 ht( P,) - 
ht(P,) = rk( y) - rk(x) is obvious. On the other hand, there exists a chain 
x=xo<x,<... < x, = y in X where r = rk( y) - r/c(x). This chain produces 
the chain of distinct prime ideals of A,: 0 c P,,/P, c P,,/P, c . . . c 
Ker pvx, whence ht(Ker p,,) 3 r. (Similarly, one can show that equality 
(1.1) implies the gradual condition and thus is equivalent to it.) 
2. COHOMOLOGY OF A COVERING 
In this section, X is a prelattice with a unique maximal element, say U, 
d = {A,, p,,} is a sheaf of rings on X (satisfying (Fl ) and (F2)), and 
S= T(d). We denote by @ the covering of X” by the closed sets P, 
z~max(Xu), and consider the cohomology groups H’(&, d) of the 
covering % with coefficients in .d [3, II, 5.11. Recall that H’(%, ,pP) are the 
cohomology groups of the nerve N of % (i.e., the coatom complex of Y) 
with the coefficient system induced by d. More precisely, to each 
simplex A = {z, , . . . . z~}EN, z,Emax(Y’) with z=z, A z2 A ... A zk we 
attach the group r, = r(& 1 nf=, XZz’) = T(d 1 Y’) and for d’c A the 
homomorphism rd9 + fd is the restriction. The goal of this chapter is to 
study properties of H’(%, &‘) as S-modules. If /max( = 1 then N con- 
sists of one vertex and this case is trivial. In the rest of the section, we will 
assume that Imax( > 2. 
First of all, we introduce a subsheaf G9 of d. For that we fix z~max(X’) 
and define the stalk B, of 9# at x E x” as B., = 0 v a ,~, .I’ $ ; Ker pYX. In par- 
ticular, B, = 0 if x 4 z. We also put B, = 0. Clearly, B., and the restrictions 
of pYx to them define a subsheaf 49 of z&’ of S-modules and r(B) = 
n ,, cz P,, = P’ is an ideal of S (recall that P, = {x E S I s(y) = 0 > ). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
i=O 
i > 0. 
For i=O the result follows from [3,11.5.2.2], for i> 0 we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a simplicial cone with vertex a and base L (i.e., 
K= {a} *L). Let Q= {Ql, go1 I a, PEK, BXCX} be a system of coefficients 
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on K such that 4%” {uj,z is an isomorphism for very CI E L. Then H’(K, Q) = 0 
for every i > 0. 
Proof: Let C=(C”+C’-+ ... +Ck+PkCk+i+ ...) be the cochain 
complex of K with coefficients in Q. It suffices to construct 
homomorphisms (homotopy) hk: Ck + Ck- * (k = 1, 2, . ..) such that 
d,plhk+h k+, ak= lc*. 
For f E Ck and a k - 1 dimensional simplex c1 of K we put 
(2.1) 
(hk’i.)(r)={~~~~~;,~(f(~” {a})) 
if aE@ 
if C(E L. 
Equality (2.1) can be checked easily now. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let Q be the coefficient system induced by !-II 
on N and K the star of z in N. Clearly the stalks of Q are zero outside of 
K and the restriction of Q to K satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.2 (with 
a=~). Thus the result follows from the lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For every z E max(X”) and i > 0, the ideal P’ of S 
annihilates H’(@, d). 
Proof: Note that the cochain complex C of N with coefficients in Q is 
a subcomplex of the complex C’ of N with the coefficient system induced 
by d and P”C’ c C. Now the result follows from Proposition 2.1. 
To cover the case where i= 0, we note that the restriction defines 
an embedding S=T(d)c H’(%, &‘)=T(d 1 Xu). We put iii(%!, z&‘)= 
N’(%, &) if i> 0 and 8”(!&!, JZ!) = H’(q, x2)/S. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For every ZE max(X”) and every i, the ideal P’ of S 
annihilates I?(%, JZ/). 
Proof: This follows immediately from Corollary 2.3 and the fact that 
every section of 23 on X” extends (by 0) to a section of d on X. 
LEMMA 2.5. Put P= CzE,,,ax(XU, P’. Then we have 
PCPuCfi-. (2.2) 
Prooj The first inclusion is obvious. To prove the second inclusion, 
suppose that P is a prime ideal of S containing P. It suffices to prove that 
P 3 P,. Since P is prime and for every z E max(xU), P =J n .L’ 4 i P,, then 
there exists y $ z such that Px P,. Since /max x”I 2 2 there exist 
yl, y, E X” such that y, v y, = u and PI P,., + P,,z. By (F2), P,, + P,., = P, 
which concludes the proof. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose A,, is a field, i.e., P, is maximal. Then for 
every i we have Ass(i?‘(%, -Qz)) = {PU} (see [4, p. 491 for the notation). 
Proof Put H = B’(%, ~2) and let P E Ass(H). Then due to Corollary 2.4, 
P’c P for every z E max(X”) whence, by Lemma 2.5, P, c P. Since P, is 
maximal, we have P = P,. 
3. HEIGHT SEQUENCES 
If d is a sheaf of rings on a poset X and Yc X then r(S 1 Y) is a ring 
and a T(d)-module via the restriction ZJ&‘) + r(& 1 Y). The purpose of 
this section is to compare these two structures on f(d 1 Y) in a special case. 
The results of this section are auxiliary for the main theorem of Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a poset and r;4 = {A,, pl,l > a sheaf of domains on 
X (satisfying (Fl) and (F2)). Suppose Y is an antichain of X and for each 
x E Y an element a, E A, is fixed such that a, E n,.,, Ker pvl. Then there 
exist s E S = r(d) and n E Z + such that 
s(x) = a:, XE Y. (3.1) 
Proof We use induction on ( YI. If I YI = 1 then the result holds by 
(Fl). Assume that I YI > 1 and fix y E Y. By the induction hypothesis, 
thereexist s,~Sandn,~Z+ such that sI(x)=a”,’ for x~Y\{y}. We also 
fix S,ES such that s,(y)=a,.. Since Y is an antichain, x v y>x, 
for XE Y\{ y}. Since all A, (XE X) are integral domains all ideals P, 
are prime and thus using (F2) we have s,, s2 E n,, y;(y) P., v ,, =
kc y\i.Ljl R+P,.)= u-L.Y\(?.) P,) + P,. This implies that sy -s$‘~E 
tn.,, y\I.vl P,) + PI. for some n2 E Z,, i.e., sy - sTLf12 = a + b, 
aE n,, y,il.J P,, bEP.,. Now, one easily checks that ~=s~-a=s~‘“~+b 
and n = n i n2 satisfy equality (3.1). 
Throughout the rest of this section, X will be a ranked prelattice with a 
unique maximal element u of rank m and d = {A,, p.,} a gradual sheaf 
on X of integral domains (satisfying (Fl ) and (F2)). If R is an arbitrary 
ring then a sequence (r i, . . . rk) from R is a height sequence if 
ht(xi= i Rri) = j for every j, 1 <j d k. If R is Cohen-Macaulay then a 
sequence from a proper ideal of R is a height sequence if and only if it is 
R-regular (this follows easily from [4, Theorem 291). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (r,, . . . . rk) be a sequence from P, such that for every 
xeX and i=rk(x) 
(3.2) 
Then it is a height sequence in S = f (d ). 
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Proof For every j, 1 <j<m=rk(u), we put P(j)=n,,,,,=,+, P,. 
Since htP, = rk(x) - 1 (x E X), we have htP(j) = j. Thus it suffices to prove 
that 
j=l , . . . k. (3.3) 
Since P(j) is radical and riE P(j) for i < j, we need only to prove that 
P(j)cJm. W e use induction on j. If s E P(j) and x E X is of rank 
j then by condition of the lemma So= b,r,(x) for some b,E A, and 
nez,. The set Y= {xEXI rk(x)=j} and aT=bzr,(x) (XE Y) satisfy the 
condition of Lemma 3.1 whence there exist t E S and n, E Z + such that 
t(x) = bF1rJ?(x), rk(x) =j. In particular, if j= 1 this yields ~~~~~ = try’ 
whence s E fi (the base of the induction). If j> 1 then we have 
pn1 _ tr,“’ E P(j- 1). Now, equality (3.3) follows immediately from the 
induction hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.3. If all A, are unique factorization domains then there exists 
a sequence (r,, . . . r,,- 1) in P, satisfying equality (3.2). 
Proof: Fix i, 1 <i< m - 1, and put Y= {XE X ) rk(x) = i} and 
KY= n,,, ker pyx for every x E Y. Since d is gradual, each ker P),.~ for a 
successor y of x is a height 1 prime ideal of the unique factorization 
domain A,. Hence ker ppX and K, are principal for all x [4, Theorem 473. 
Denote by a, a generator of K, (XE Y) and apply Lemma 3.1. Due to this 
lemma there exists ri E S such that ri satisfies equality (3.2) for i= rk(x). 
LEMMA 3.4. If A, are local rings for all x E X and A,, is a field then 
dimS=m-1. 
Proof: Clearly, S is local with the maximal ideal P,, whence it suffices 
to notice that htP, = m - 1 due to the “gradual” condition. 
Recall that for every x E X we put r’X = ~(zZ 1 p). Also u is the unique 
maximal element of X with rk(u) = m. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that all A, are unique factorization domains. 
If TX is a Cohen-Macaulay ring for some XE X then considering r, as 
S-module we have depth.” r, > m - 1. 
Proof: Put V= { y E X 1 y 2 z for some z E p}. Clearly, V is the mini- 
mal open set containing TX and the restriction p: r(& 1 V) + r,X is a 
monomorphism of rings and S-modules. Let us show first hat p is also sur- 
jective. Let s0 E r, and YE V. We put z = x A y and define sy E A, by 
s, =pYS(sO(z)). One easily checks that {s,,} YE y defines an element 
481/132/2-12 
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SE f(&’ 1 I’) with s(y)=s,,, (ye V) and p(s) =sO. Thus we can identify I-, 
with TV= ZJ& 1 I’). 
Now, applying Lemma 3.3, fix a sequence r,, . . . . r,,, , E P, satisfying 
equality (3.2) and denote by ?, (i= 1, . . . . m - 1) the restriction of r, to V. 
Since V is open, each 7, satisfies equality (3.2) with V instead of X, whence 
(f , , . . . F,,, _ ]) is a height sequence in f V (Lemma 3.2). Since f V is a Cohen- 
Macaulay ring, (J, , . . . . r, ~ l ) is f ,-regular. In other words, (r 1, . . . . rm ~ , ) is 
a r,-regular sequence in P, which implies the statement. 
4. COHEN-MACAULAY SECTION RINGS 
In this section, we restrict our consideration to the sheaf ,02(a) on the 
prelattice X=X(a), associated with an arrangement o of linear subspaces 
of a linear space (see Example 1.1). Our goal is to find condition on r~ 
equivalent to S = f(d(o)) being CohenMacaulay. 
First we need to notice that .PZ(CJ) should be gradual. To better under- 
stand this condition let us formulate it in terms of 0. What it says is that 
(i) all subspaces from CJ have the same dimension and (ii) for every two 
elements x and y of the intersection poset X such that y c x there exists 
v E o with the property that x n v 3 y and the codimension of x n v in x is 
one. 
LEMMA 4.1. If S is CohenpA4acaulay then &(a) is gradual. 
Proof. The property (i) follows immediately from the “unmixedness” 
property of Cohen-Macaulay rings. The whole statement follows from 
[S, Corollary 5.61. 
We also need the following very general and undoubtedly known lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R, and 0 + Ep 1 -+ E, -+ . 
E,- I -+‘I E, -+ . . E, -+ 0 an exact sequance of R-modules such that 
depth,Ej>k-jfor j=O ,..., k-l. Then 
(i) depth, E-, 2 k; 
(ii) if depth, E, = 0 then depth, E-, = k. 
Proof. To simplify notation, let us put for every R-module M, 
depth M = depth, M and Extj(M) = Ext$( R/Z, M). Also put B, = Im ai, 
j = 0, . . . k, and note that B, 2: E-, and B, = E,. For every j, 0 < j < k, the 
short exact sequence 0 + B, + E, -+ B,, , -+ 0 yields the long exact 
sequence. 
. . . -+ Ext’- ‘(E,) -+ Ext ‘-‘(B,+,)+Ext’(B,)-+Ext’(E,)+ . . . . (4.1) 
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In particular for i < k-j, the exactness of sequence (4.1) implies that if 
depth B,, i = k - (j + 1) then depth B, = k - j. Thus the second statement 
can be also proved by induction with the base depth B, = 0. 
In the rest of this section, we use the notation from Section 2. In par- 
ticular, u = n,, d u is the maximal element of X of rank m. For every x E X, 
XX = { y E X 1 y < x} and %, is the covering of XX by the closed sets I’, 
z E max(X”). Since %‘L~ is the only covering used for the poset X-’ we will 
write H’(X”, &‘((r)) instead of H’(@.y, &(a)). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let CJ be an arrangement of linear subspaces. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S= T(d(a)) is Cohen-Macaulay; 
(ii) &(a) is gradual and for every XE A’, t7’(Y, ~‘(a)) =0 for 
i < rk(x) - 2. 
Proof: We will use & for &(a) any time when it is not ambiguous. 
(ii) + (i). We apply induction on rk(u). If rk(u) = 1, i.e., (r consists of 
one subspace, then S is a polynomial ring. Assume that rk(u) > 1. If 
dim, u = d> 0 then we can consider the arrangement (5 = {u/u / v E g}. 
Clearly, d(o) = &p(6) 0 L&‘~ where do is the constant sheaf with the stalk 
FCX, 7 ...> X,] and the tensor product is taken over the constant sheaf 
with the stalk F. In particular, S= r(&(e))@, F[X,, ,.., X,] and 
A’(X”, &‘(a)) =A’(X”, G!(~))@~F[X~, . . . . X,] for all i and XEX (by the 
universal coefficient heorem). Thus the condition (ii) holds for 6 and 
it suffices to prove that T(d(6)) is Cohen-Macaulay. Using the initial 
notation, it suffices to assume that A, = F. 
We need to prove that S, is Cohen-Macaulay for each maximal 
ideal M of S. Using the localization theorem [S, Proposition 3.11, 
we have S, N r(dm ( X”) where XM = {x E X 1 P, c M} and &M = 
i(AJM5 bxyJMl (sheaf on X”). First assume that M# P, whence 
X”” = J?’ for some y E X with rk( y) < rk(u). To simplify notation, 
put Y=J?. Applying the localization theorem again, we have 
s&j N q&4 ) Y),. where M’ = (s E T(sB ) Y) ) s(y) E M/P,). Since d 1 Y is 
the sheaf of an arrangement of subspaces (those from r~ which pass through 
the point corresponding to M) and rk(y) < rk(u), the ring T(d 1 Y) is 
Cohen-Macaulay by the induction hypothesis. Thus S, is also Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Now, we only need to consider the case where M = P,. For that we use 
the complex of the covering % = %u with coefficients in d augmented on 
both ends, 
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where C’= @,d,=i+, rd (see Section 2) H=Amd2(Y’, &), and the 
embedding SC Co is the restriction. By (ii), the complex C is acyclic. Since 
for every A we have rd = f(d 1 F) for certain z different from U, rd is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring by the induction hypothesis. Thus regarding rd and 
C’ as S-modules we obtain from Proposition 3.5 that depth(r,), > m - 1 
whence depth Ci, 3 m - 1, i - 0, 1, . . . . m - 2. Applying now Lemma 4.2(i) 
to the localized complex C,,,, we have depth S, > m - 1. Applying 
Lemma 3.4 to dM, we conclude the proof. 
(i) 3 (ii). The fact that d(a) is gradual follows immediately from 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that the other condition of (ii) does not hold. Then we 
can choose a minimal x E X for which H= A“(F, &) # 0 for some 
k, k < rk(x)- 2. Without loss of generality we can assume that k is the 
minimal integer with this property. By [8, Proposition 3.11, SPY ‘v (r,),; 
where PI, = {s E r, I s(x) = O}. Thus to obtain a contradiction it suffices to 
prove that (r,),; is not Cohen-Macaulay. To simplify notation we can 
assume that x = u (whence r, = S, %.‘, = ~2, PI, = P,, and rk(x) = m) and 
then we need to prove that SpU is not Cohen-Macaulay. We can also 
assume that the second condition of (ii) holds for every x <U whence r, 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring by (ii) j (i). 
As in the first part of the proof, we consider the complex C but only the 
first acyclic part of it 
~=(O-+S+C”+ . . . +Ck+Bk+‘+O), 
where Bk+l=Im(~,+,:Ck+Ck+’ ). As in the first part of the proof, 
Proposition 3.5 yields depth(C’),X > m - 1 > k + 1. Then as above we 
consider the arrangement 5 = (u/u 1 UE~} with S= r(~!(a)), 8= 
@(J!?,&(O)), and P,= (SE,!? s(u)=O}. Clearly, S=SOFFIXI, . . . . X,], 
P, = P, OF F[Xl) . ..) X,], and H= A & F[X,, . . . . X,] (where 0 denotes 
the exterior tensor product of modules, i.e., the tensor product of F-linear 
spaces provided with the natural action of S). This yields fi# 0 and, 
according to Proposition 2.6, is, E Ass(R). This in turn implies that P, E 
Ass(H) whence HpU # 0 (see [4, Theorem 91) and depth H,” = 0. Since 
H,” c B”p,’ we have depth B “p,” = 0. Applying now Lemma 4.2(ii) to the 
localized complex CPU we have depth S,U=k+l~m-l=dimS,U 
(Corollary 3.4), which concludes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let o be an arrangement of linear subspaces, R the 
coordinate ring of their union, and S the seminormalization fR. Then S is 
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3 holds. 
Proof. By [S, Theorem 1.31, S= Z-(&‘(a)). Thus the result follows 
immediately from the previous theorem. 
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The cohomological condition in (ii) of Theorem 4.3 is usually hard to 
check. Thus it is convenient to have a simpler condition even if it is only 
necessary for the Cohen-Macaulayness. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let CJ be an arrangement of linear subspaces with 
Cohen-Macaulay ring S=I’(d(a)). Then for every x~X(a) and 
i < r/z(x) - 2, we have p( X”; F) = 0. 
ProoJ We will again use X for X(a) and d for d(o). Identifying 
elements of the field F with constant functions on subspaces, we have an 
embedding Fc r(& 1 p) (for every x E X) which splits in the category of 
linear spaces. The embedding and the splitting commute with the restric- 
tion r(& 1 TX) --f T(d 1 WY) where x > y, x, YEA!, whence the coefficient 
system generated by d on the nerve N, of %.X has the constant system F 
as a direct summand. Thus 8’(X’, &‘) N A’(N,; F) + B’(N,, /I) for a coef- 
ficient system p on N,. Since N,X coincides with the coatom complex of X”, 
we have ff’(N,; F) 21 B’(Xr; F) (see [I]). Now, the implication (i) 3 (ii) of 
Theorem 4.3 completes the proof. 
In the rest of this section we will consider the case where G is a set of co- 
ordinate subspaces and show that Theorem 4.3 reduces in this case to 
Reisner’s theorem [6]. This yields a simpler proof of Reisner’s theorem 
than in [7]. 
Let r~ be an arrangement of linear subspaces of a linear space I’ and 
assume that there exists a basis of V such that every v E 0 is spanned by a 
subset s, of this basis. Then the collection K(a) of all subsets of s, (v E 0.) 
is an abstract simplicial complex. The set (T can be identified with the set 
of maximal simplexes of K(g) and then the poset X= X(o) is the poset 
X(K(a)) of all intersections of maximal simplexes of K(o) (ordered 
opposite to inclusion). For every x E X the poset p is naturally isomorphic 
to the poset X(lk(x)) where /k(x) is the link of the simplex x in K(a). Con- 
versely, every simplicial complex K with n vertices defines an arrangement 
0 of linear subspaces of p whose elements correspond to maximal sim- 
plexes of K, i.e., Kz K(g). It is not hard to prove that the sheaf ~$(a) is 
flasque and T(d(cr)) is isomorphic to the face ring F(K(a)) of K(o) (see 
[6]). The details can be found in [7, Sect. 71. 
We wish now to adapt the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3 to this special 
case. Since d(a) is flasque its restriction to every subset y* (x E X) is fhsque 
also [7, Proposition 1.63. Then it follows from [3, Corollary from 
Theorem 5.2.41 that 8*(Xx, d(c)) can be regarded as the usual (not tech) 
cohomology of the topological space X” with coefficients in &(a). Further- 
more, using the standard technique of sheaf cohomology one can prove 
that A*(X’, &(a)) E A*(XX; A,) (see [7, Proposition 4.11 for details). 
Since A,Y is a linear space over the field F, the condition B’(Y, &(a)) = 0 
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becomes now equivalent to the condition R’(Xx; F) = 0. Due to Folkman’s 
theorem [9], for every simplicial complex K which is not a simplicial cone 
we have H*(K; F) N H*(X(K)“; F) where u is the maximal element of X(K) 
(corresponding to empty set). This yields A’(X-‘; F) z p(lk(x); F) for every 
x E X. On the other hand, if y E K(a)\X, i.e., y is a simplex of K(o) which 
is not an intersection of maximal simplexes, then the link of y is a simpli- 
cial cone and A’(fk( y); F) = 0 for every i. 
To compute the dimension of links, let us denote by dim(L) the dimen- 
sion of any subcomplex L of K(o). In particular dim(x) = dim A, - 1 for 
every x E X. If the sheaf d(g) is gradual then all maximal simplexes of K(a) 
have the same dimension, say d, and besides dim(x) = d- rk(x) + 1 for 
every x E X. This immediately implies that dim(lk(x)) = A- dim(x) - 1 = 
rk(x) - 2. Thus the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3 implies the condition 
(ii’) for every simplex x E K(a) we have &/k(x); P) = 0 for 
i < dim(lk(x)). 
Conversely, assume that (ii’) holds. Then for every x E X the complex 
Ik(x) and thus the poset XX should be connected unless x has codimension 
1 in any VE cr containing x. This property implies that A’ is ranked and 
s(a) is gradual (see [7, Theorem 6.21 for details). Now we obtain 
dim(lk(x)) = rk(x) - 2 (x E A’) as above and the condition (ii) follows. 
Summing up we see that for arrangement of co-ordinate subspaces 
Theorem 4.3 is equivalent to the following. 
REISNER'S THEOREM. The face ring of a finite simplicial complex K is 
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the condition (ii’) holds for K. 
Remark 4.6. In the case where a sheaf d is flasque, the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 can be applied to a more general situation. In particular, this 
sheaf does not have to be generated by an arrangement of linear subspaces. 
This gives a new proof of [7, Theorem 6.41 that is significantly shorter 
than the original proof. 
5. EXAMPLES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
First assume that (T is an arrangement of 2-dimensional subspaces. Put 
as usual X= X(a), S = Q&(a)), and denote by u the maximal element of 
X. We want to interpret condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3 for this case. Clearly 
dim, u < 2. If dim, u > 0 then condition (ii) holds trivially and S is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Consider the case where dim,u =O, i.e., u is the origin. Then 
&(cr) is not gradual if and only if there exists v E 0 such that v n w = u for 
every w~a\(v}. If a(o) is gradual then in particular rk(u) = 3 and the 
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second condition of (ii) may not hold only for x = u. This condition reduces 
to fi”(X’, &(a)) = 0 and is equivalent to x” being connected. Summing 
up, we see that (ii) of Theorem 4.3 is equivalent to the connectedness of 
U u,6~ zii minus the origin and Theorem 4.3 implies [2, Theorem 5.61. 
Second, we consider arrangements of 3-dimensional subspaces whose 
intersection is the origin. Let cr be such an arrangement. The first condition 
of (ii) in Theorem 4.3 is easy to verify. Thus we can assume that r~ satisfies 
it, i.e., &(a) is gradual. If P is a prime ideal of S and P# P, then S, is 
CohenMacaulay if and only if either rk(x) < 2 or X” is connected where 
x is the maximal element of X with the property P, c P. Thus we can 
assume that all X”, r/c(x) = 3, are connected and restrict our considerations 
to S,“. Clearly dim SPu = 3. Again we can assume that X” is connected 
which is equivalent to depth SPW > 1. Now depth SPu = 3 if H’(@,,, d(a)) = 0 
and depth SPu = 2 otherwise. 
Using Corollary 4.5, the first group to check is H’(X”; F). If it is non- 
zero then depth SP,= 2. Since H’(X”; F) is homotopy invariant, it is 
usually not hard to compute. For instance, for any arrangement of hyper- 
spaces this group is 0 since the atom complex of x” coincides up to dimen- 
sion 2 with a simplex. As another example, we can start with an arbitrary 
arrangement (T and add to it a 3-space which passes through a line I from 
X but intersect at the origin all elements of Q which do not contain 1. This 
operation does not change the coatim complex of X” whence it does not 
change H’(XU; F). Let us give a particular example of this kind. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. First of all to help the reader to understand connections 
between Reisner’s theorem and our approach, we start with the complex K 
with 5 vertices { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } and 5 maximal simplexes { 1, 2, 3 
(3, 4, 5}, (4, 5, 
}, 
13, 
{ 2, 3, 4}, 
and (5, 1, 2) (see Fig. 1). 
3 
FIGURE I 
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FIGURE 2 
The corresponding arrangement (T consists of 5 3-dimensional subspaces 
ui, i e Z/5& given in A = { (x, , . . . . x,)} by the systems of equations xi = 0, 
xi+1 = 0 (i E Zj.5.Z). The Hasse diagram of the intersection poset X is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
The nerve of the covering eU of x” coincides with K (which is always the 
case if every vertex of K is an intersection of maximal simplexes). Since K 
is homotopy equivalent to a circle we have H’(K; F) z F (for every field F) 
whereas dim(lk(@)) = dim K = rk( u) - 2 = 2. Thus by Reisner’s theorem 
(or Theorem 4.3) the face ring F(K) = r(&(cr)) is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Now we embed A in the lo-dimenaional space {(x,, . . . . x5, y,, . . . y,)} 
and define a 3-dimensional subspace w, (i E Z/5Z) of this space by the equa- 
tions x~~~+x~=O, xi+, =O, x,+~ =O, y,=O, for every jEZ/5Z, j#i- 1. 
Put g’ = {U, ) . ..) us, w, ) . ..) w5 ). Then S = r(d(o’)) is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Indeed the coatom complex of X” for cr’ coincides with the similar complex 
for CJ and H’(J?; F) # 0. Note that while d(o) is flasque, &‘((T’) is not. 
If for an arrangement (T, H’(X”; F) = 0 then to make a conclusion about 
depth SpU we need to find H’(qU, d(o)). This amounts to calculating the 
rank of, as a rule, a huge matrix. The following example grew up from the 
author’s unsuccessful attempt to find an arrangement g with H’(X”; F) = 0 
but H1(aU, &(a)) ~0. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let F= GF(2) and let CJ be the arrangement of all 3-sub- 
spaces of F4. As we mentioned above, H’(X; F) = 0. To find H’(GYU, d(o)), 
we need to find the rank of a 1435 x 525 matrix over F. This task was 
fulfilled by VAX.’ The answer is H’(%&, d(a))=0 whence S is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
The techniques and results of this paper lead naturally to several as yet 
unsolved questions. 
’ The author is grateful to Peter Gilkey for very fast and efficient programming of the 
problem. 
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PROBLEM 5.3. Is the necessary condition for the Cohen-Macaulayness of 
S given by Corollary 4.5 in fact sufficient? In particular, it is unknown if 
there exist arrangements rs of hyperspaces in F4 with H’(@,,, &(a)) # 0. 
Of course, the non-existence of such (T would follow if the semi- 
normalization of a CohenPMacaulay ring was always CohenPMacaulay. 
PROBLEM 5.4. Does Theorem 4.3 hold for an arbitrary regular arrange- 
ment a (see [8, Sect. 31 for definition)? 
To extend the proof of the theorem one has to avoid only one obstruc- 
tion. It was used in the proof that &(a) = s9, @ d0 where ,s& is a constant 
sheaf with a regular stalk and &, is a sheaf with the stalk Fat the maximal 
element of X(a). Of course, for an arbitrary regular arrangement this is not 
true. Localization and completion may be of some help here. 
PROBLEM 5.5. Give a necessary and sufficient condition on a for 
S= Q&‘(a)) to be Buchsbaum. 
The natural candidate for that is the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3 
restricted to Y(a) (u being the maximal element of X(a)). 
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